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Abstract BGG, Basic Graph Generation and Analysis tool, was developed to help studies of static and dynamic software complexity, and testing coverage metrics. It is composed of several standalone modules, it runs in UNIX environment, and currently handles static and dynamic analysis of control and data flow graphs (global, intra-, and inter-procedural data flow) for programs written in full Pascal. Extension to C is planned. We describe the structure of BGG, give details concerning the implementation of different metrics, and discuss the options it provides for treatment of global and inter-procedural data flow. Its capabilities are illustrated through examples.
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I. Introduction Software testing strategies and metrics, and their effectiveness, have been the subject of numerous research efforts (e.g. comparative studies by Nta88, C1a85, Wei85, and references therein). Practical testing of software usually involves a combination of several testing strategies in hope that they will supplement each other. The question of which metrics should be used in practice in order to guide the testing and make it more efficient remains largely unanswered, although several basic coverage measures seem to be generally considered as the minimum that needs to be satisfied during testing. Structural, or “white-box”, approaches use program control and data structures as the basis for generation of test cases. Examples include branch testing, path testing [Hen84, Woo8O] and various data flow approaches [Hec77, Las83, Rap83, Fra88]. Functional, or “black-box”, strategies rely on program specifications to guide test data selection [e.g. How8O,87, Dur84]. Some of the proposed strategies combine features of both functional and structural testing as well as of some other methods such as error driven testing [Nta84]. Statement and branch coverage are regarded by many as one of the minimal testing requirements; A program should be tested until every statement and branch has been executed at least once, or has been identified as unexecutable. If the test data do not provide full statement and branch coverage the effectiveness of the employed testing strategy should be questioned. Of course, there are a number of other metrics which can provide a measure of testing completeness. Many of these are more sophisticated and more sensitive to the program control and data flow structure than statement or branch coverage. They include path coverage, domain testing, required elements testing, TERn (n≥3) coverage, etc. [How8O, Hen84, Whi8O, Nta84 and reference therein]. The simplest data-flow measure is the count of definition-use pairs or tuples [Her76]. There are several variants of this measure. More sophisticated measures are p-uses, all-uses, and du-paths [Fra88, Nta88], ordered data contexts [Las83], required pairs [Nta84,88], and similar. The dataflow based metrics have been under scrutiny for some time now as potentially better measures of the testing quality than control-flow based metrics [e.g. Las83, Rap83, Fra88, Wey88]. However, one recent study [Zei88] indicates that most of the data-flow metrics may not be sufficiently 1 Teletec Corporation, Raleigh, N.C.



complete for isolated use, and that in practice they should be combined with control- flow based measures. Over the years a number of software tools for measuring various control and data flow properties and coverage of software code have been reported [e.g. 0st76 (DAVE), Fra86 (ASSET), Kor88]. Unfortunately, in practice these tools are either difficult to obtain, or difficult to adapt to specific languages and research needs, or both. To circumvent that, and also gain better insight into the problematics of building testing coverage tools, we have developed a system for static and dynamic analysis of control and data flow in software. The system, BGG (Basic Graph Generation and Analysis system), was built as a research tool to help understand, study, and evaluate the many software complexity and testing metrics that have been proposed as aids in producing better quality software in an economical way. BGG allows comparison of coverage metrics and evaluation of complexity metrics. It can also serve as a support tool for planning of testing strategies (e.g. stopping criteria), as well as for active monitoring of the testing process and its quality in terms of the coverage provided by the test cases used. Section II of the paper provides an overview of the BGG system structure and functions. Section III gives details concerning the implementation of various metrics and of handling local, global and inter-procedural data flow. Section IV illustrates the tool capabilities through examples. II. Structure and Functions A simplified top level diagram of BGG is shown in Figure 1. BGG is composed of several modules which can be used as an integrated system, or individually given appropriate inputs, to perform static and dynamic analyses of control and data flow in programs written in Pascal. The tool currently handles full Berkeley Pascal1 with one minor exception. The depth of the “with” statement nesting is limited to one. The extension to greater depth is simple and will be implemented in the next version of the system. BGG runs in UNIX environment. Its implementation under VM/CMS is planned together with its extension to analysis of programs written in the C language. BGG itself is written in Pascal, C and UNIX C-shell script. BGG pre-processor provides the user interface when the tool is used as an integrated system. It also performs some housekeeping chores (checks for file existence, initializes appropriate language tables and files, etc.), and prepares the code for processing by formatting it and stripping it of comments. The language tables are generated for the system once, during the system installation, and then stored. The front-end parsing is handled through the FMQ generator [Mau8l, Fis88}. This facility also allows for relatively simple customization of the system regarding different programming languages and language features. Also, each of the BGG modules has a set of parameters which can be adjusted to allow analyses of problems which may exceed the default values for the number of nodes, identifier lengths, nesting depth, table sizes, etc. 1 Standard UNIX compiler, pc.



Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the information flow in the BGG system of tools. Pre-processed code, various control information and language tables are used as input to the BGG- Static processor. This processor constructs control and data-flow graphs, and performs static analysis of the code. These graphs are the basis for all further analyses. Statistics on various metrics and control-flow and data-flow anomalies, such as variables that are used but never defined etc, are reported. BGG-Static also instruments the code for dynamic execution tracing. When requested, BGG executes the instrumented code with provided test cases and analyzes its dynamic execution trace through BGG-Dynamic. The dynamic analysis output contains



information (by procedures and variables) about the coverage that the test cases provide under different metrics. When instrumenting code BGG inserts a call to a special BGG procedure at the beginning of each linear code block. It also adds empty blocks to act as collection points for branches. The instrumentation overhead in executable statements is roughly proportional to the number of linear blocks present in the code. In our experience this can add between 50% and 80% to the number of executable lines of code. The run-time tracing overhead for the instrumented programs is proportional to the number of linear blocks of code times the cost of the call to the BGG tracing procedure. The latter simply outputs information about the block and the procedure being executed. The raw run-time tracing information may be stored in temporary files, and processed by BGGDynamic later. However, often the amount of raw tracing information is so large that that it becomes impractical to store it. BGG-Dynamic can then accept input via a pipe and process it on-the-fly. Because BGG-Dynamic analyses may be very memory and CPU intensive, particularly in the case of data-flow metrics, interactive testing may be a slow process. Part of the problem lies in the fact that BGG is still a research tool and was not optimized. We expect that the next version of BGG will be much faster and more conservative in its use of memory. It will permit splicing of information from several short independent runs, so that progressive coverage can be computed without regression runs on already executed data. Currently BGG computes the following static measures: counts of local and global symbols, lines of code (with and without comments), total lines in executable control graph nodes, linear blocks of code, control graph edges and graph nodes, branches, decision points, paths (the maximum number of iterations through loops can be set by the user), cyclomatic number, definition and use counts for each variable, definition-use (du) pair counts, definition-useredefinition (dud) chain counts, count of definition-use paths, average definition-use path lengths, p-uses, c-uses, and all-uses. Dynamic coverage is computed for definition-use pairs, definition-use-redefinition chains, p-uses, c-uses and all-uses. Definition-use path coverage and path coverage for paths that iterate loops k times (where k can be set by user) will be implemented. There are several system switches which allow selective display and printing of the results of the analyses. III. Graphs and Metrics Control and data flow graphs Each linear block of Pascal code is a node in a graph. A linear code sequence is a set of simple Pascal statements (assignments, I/O, and procedure/function calls), or it is a decision statement of an iterative or conditional branching construct. When a linear block is entered during execution all of its statements are guaranteed to be executed. Decision statements are always separated out into single “linear blocks”. Procedure/function calls are treated as simple statements which use or define identifiers and/or argument variables. A linear block node has associated with it a set describing variables defined in it, and a set describing variables used in it. Also attached to each node is the node execution information.



In each Pascal statement all identifiers for simple local and global variables, named constants defined using CONST, and all built-in Pascal functions are considered. Built in functions are treated as global identifiers. For the purpose of the definition-use analyses, explicit references to elements of an array are treated as references to the array identifier only. Similarly, references to variables pointed to by pointers are currently reduced to references to the first pointer in the pointer chain. An extension that will differentiate between a stand-alone use of a pointer (e.g. its definition or use in a pointer expression), and use of a pointer, or a pointer chain, for dereferencing of another variable, will be implemented in the next version of the tool. Input/output statement identifiers (function names) are considered used, while their argument variables are used (e.g. write, writeln) or defined (e.g. read, readln). The file identifier is treated as a simple variable (defined for input, used for output). Calls to functions or procedures are treated as local statements which use the procedure/function 1 identifier. In the case of function calls this use is preceded by one or more definitions of the function identifier in the called function itself. This definition is propagated to the point of call, where a single definition of the function identifier is then followed by its local use. From the point of view of the calling procedure, the actual argument variables are either used once, or defined once, or both used and defined once (in that order), depending on whether the corresponding parameter is used (any number of times), defined (any number of times), or used and defined (in any order) in the procedure that is called. Definitions are returned only if the corresponding parameter is a var parameter. The point of call ordering: used-defined, for var parameters used and defined in any order, was chosen as a warning mechanism for programmers that have access to analyses of their own code but may not have access to the analyses, or the actual code, of the procedures they call. The idea is to impress on the programmers that the variable may be used in the invoked unit, and therefore they should be careful about what they send to it because the definition may not mask an undefined argument variable, an illegal value, etc. The way we handle procedure arguments permits a limited form of inter-procedural data flow analysis, and offers a more realistic view of the actual flow of information through the code. It also means that the code for the called procedures must be available for BGG to analyze. An alternative is not to use this option, but use the defensive approach of assuming that every argument variable of a var parameter is always used and then defined. A global variable that has been only used in a called procedure, or used in the procedures called within the called procedure, is reported as used at the point of call. A global variable that has been only defined in the called procedure, or deeper, is reported defined at the point of call. However, a global variable that has been used and defined (in any order) in the called procedure, or in any procedure called within the called procedure to any depth, is reported as defined and then used at the point of call. The reason global variables are treated differently from procedure arguments is to highlight global variable definition in the called procedure(s) by making it visible as a definition- use pair at the point of call. Again, it is a form of warning to the programmers that the underlying procedures have changed a global variable value, may have re-used this 1 From here on, we use term “procedure” to mean procedure or function, unless a distinction has to be made between the two.



value, and in turn may have (if the definition was erroneous) affected values of some, or all, the parameter values passed back to the point of call. All procedure parameters are assumed to be defined (pseudo-defined) on entry. Global variables used in a procedure are also pseudo-defined on entry. Parameters and global variables set in a procedure or function are assumed used (pseudo-used) on exit. The actual use and definition of completely global variables, and locally global variables, is fully accounted for in each procedure in which they occur as far as their uses and re-definitions are concerned. On return to the calling procedure, any global variables that have been used or defined in the called procedure are reported as single uses and/or definitions of that global variable at the point of call, however, pseudo-uses enabled within a procedure are not reported back to the point of call. The tool has options that allow different treatment of global variables (e.g. pseudo definitions and uses can be switched off), and selective display of the analyses of only some functions and procedures. Iteration constructs are treated as linear blocks containing the decision statement followed (while, for), or preceded (repeat), by the subgraphs describing the iteration body. Conditional branching constructs (if, case of) consist of decision nodes followed by two or more branch subgraphs. All decision points are considered to have p-uses (edge associated uses) as defined in [Fra88]. Metrics Some of the static metrics that BGG currently computes are less common or are new and require further explanations. By default, path counts are computed so that each loop is traversed once. However, definitionuse- redefinition chain counts (see below) force on some loops one more iteration in addition to the first traversal. User may change the default number of iterations through a loop through a switch (one value for all loops). Cyclomatic number is computed in the usual way [McC76]. Implemented data flow visibility of all language constructs and variables is such that full definition-use coverage implies full coverage of executable nodes (and in turn full statement coverage) [e.g. Nta88j. BGG computes c-uses, p-uses, and all-uses according to definitions given in [Fra88]. Definition-use-(re)definition, d(u)d, chains are data-flow constructs defined in [Vou84]. It is one of the metrics we are currently evaluating for sensitivity and effectiveness in software fault detection. A d(u)d is a linear chain composed of a definition followed by a number of sequential uses, and finally by a re-definition of a variable. The basic assumptions behind this metric are a) the longer a d(u)d chain is the more complex is the use of this variable, and b) the more one redefines a variable the more complex its data-flow properties are. The first property is measured through d(u)d length (see below), the second property is measured by counting d(u)d’s. An additional characteristic of d(u)d chains is that they are cycle sensitive and, for those variables where they are present, they force at least two traversals of loops within which a variable is defined. However, full d(u)d coverage does not imply full du-pair coverage. The d(u)d metric is intended as a supplementary measure to other definition-flow metrics.



Definition of a du-path can be found, for example, in [Fra88, Nta88]. A single du-pair may have associated with it one or more du-paths from the definition to that use. We augment the count of du-paths and du-pair counts with measures of du-path lengths. The assumption is that, from the standpoint of complexity (and hence affinity to errors), it is not only the count of du-paths that is important, but also the length of each path. A definition which is used several times, perhaps in physically widely separated places in the program, requires more thought and may be more complex to handle than one that is defined and the used only once, or for the first time. For each du-path we compute length by counting the number of edges covered in reaching the paired use. For every variable we also compute an average length over all du-pairs and du-paths associated with it. In a similar manner we define d(u)d-length as the number of use-nodes between the definition and redefinition points of the chain. Average d(u)d-length is the d(u)d-length accumulated over all d(u)d pairs divided by the number of d(u)d’s. We use d(u)d-lengths to augment d(u)d-counts. We also distinguish between linear (or acyclic) d(u)d’s and loop generated, or cyclic, d(u)d’s. Cyclic d(u)ds are those where the variable re-defines itself or is re-defined in a cyclic chain. All cyclic constructs are potentially more complex than the linear ones. Comparison is difficult unless the loop count is limited, or looping is avoided, in which case cyclic structures lend themselves to comparison with acyclic ones through unfolding. If iterative constructs are regarded only through du-pairs, many cycles may not be detected since all du-pairs might be generated by going around a loop only once. On the other hand, for a cyclic d(u)d to be generated, a second pass through a loop is always required. However, if there are no definitions of a variable within a loop then the loop would not be registered by d(u)d constructs belonging to that variable. When a variable is only used (or not used at all) within a loop, its value is loop invariant and loop does not add any information that the variable can (legally) transmit to other parts of the graph. BGG also has facility for computing concentration (or density) of du-paths and d(u)d-paths through graph nodes. We believe that graph (code) sections that show high du-chain and d(u)d chain node densities may have a higher probability of being associated with software faults than low density regions.



IV. Examples The examples given in this section derive from an ongoing project where BGG is being used to investigate static and dynamic complexity properties of multi-version software, multi-version software fault profiles, and effectiveness and efficiency of different testing strategies. We are using two sets of functionally equivalent numerical programs for these studies. One set consists of 6 Pascal programs (average size about 500 lines of code) described in [Vou86], the other set consists of 20 Pascal programs (average size about 2,500 lines of code) described in [Ke188].
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function fptrunc(x: real): real; const largevalue = 1.0e18; var remainder: real; power: real; bigpart: real; term: real; begin remainder := abs(x); if remainder> largevalue then fptrunc:=x else begin power := 1.0; while power < remainder do power := power * 10.0; bigpart := 0.0; while remainder> maxint do begin while power> remainder do power := power! 10.0; term := power * trunc(remainder / power); remainder := remainder - term; bigpart := bigp art + term; end; remainder := trunc(remainder) + bigpart; if x


Figure 2. Code section for which analysis is shown in Figures 3 and 4



Figure 2 shows a section of the code from program L17.3 of the 6-program suite. Figure 3 illustrates the output that static analysis processor “BGG-Static” offers in the file “Static Analysis” for the same procedure. Outputs like the one shown in Figure 3 provide summary profile of each local and global symbol found in the code. How many times it was defined (or pseudo-defined), used (or pseudo-used), how many du-pairs it forms, how many d(u)d chains, etc. This static information can be used to judge the complexity of procedures, or the complexity of the use of individual variables. In turn, this information may help in deciding which of the variables and procedures need additional attention on the part of the programmers and testers.



Figure 4 illustrates the detailed node, parameter, and global variable information available in the file labelled “Detailed Graph Analysis” in Figure 1. Figure 4 is annotated (bold text) to facilitate understanding. We see that all parameters (e.g. X), global variables (e.g. TRUNC), and built-in functions (e.g. ABS) are pseudo-defined on entry. The parenthesized number following a capitalized identifier is its number in the symbol table. Note that there are empty nodes, inserted by BGG, which act as collection points for branches (e.g. Block #17). Because FPTRUNC was defined in several places in the code, it is pseudo-used on exit from the function (in Block #18). Note also that built-in function ABS is treated as a global variable, and its parameters are used only (because BGG does not have insight into its code), but the situation is different in the case of locally defined procedures. For example, Figure 5 shows another section of the code in which procedure ADJUST calls a local function FPMOD (line 285) which, in turn (not shown), calls function FPFLOOR, which then calls function FPTRUNC. The details of the static analysis of the first ADJUST node where the call chain begins are shown in Figure 6. Output lines relevant to the discussion are in bold. Note that FPTRUNC is global from the point of view of ADJUST and is therefore pseudodefined on entry. The same is true for FPMOD and FPFLOOR. All three are reported as defined and then used in line 285. For two of them the use actually occurs at a deeper level, in function FPMOD for FPFLOOR, and in function FPFLOOR for FPTRUNC. The definitions occur in functions themselves, e.g. for FPTRUNC it occurs in FPTRUNC itself. All these underlying definitions and uses are propagated back to ADJUST. Of course, variables strictly local to FTPRUNC, such as “remainder” (see also Figures 2, 3 and 4), do not show at the point of call to FPMOD in ADJUST. It is obvious that global data flow can add considerably to the mass of definitions, uses, and other constructs a programmer has to worry about. Nevertheless, we believe that it is a good practice to make this information available so that the full implication of a call to a procedure can be appreciated. BGG provides coverage information on the program level, and on the procedure level. Figure 7 illustrates output from the dynamic coverage processor “BGG-Dynamic”, delivered in the “Dynamic Coverage Analysis” output file, for function FPTRUNC and a set of 103 test cases. In the example some of the output information normally delivered by BGG has been turned off, e.g. all-uses. For each procedure BGG-Dynamic first outputs a summary of branch coverage information: the block number, statement numbers encompassed by the block, the number of times the block was executed, and the execution paths taken from the block (node). For example, node 5 in Figure 7 was executed 724 times, 6 times to node 3, and 721 times to node 7. Branches which have not been executed show up as having zero executions.



Figure 4. Elements of the detailed node analysis
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procedure adjust(var p: point); var twopi, piover2: real; begin twopi:=pi*2; piover2 :=pi/2; begin p.long := fpmodp.long, twopi); p.lat := fpmod(p.Iat, twopi); if p.lat>pithen p.lat := p.lat twopi; -



if p.lat > piover2 then p.lat:=pi -p.lat else if p.lat 


end; end;



Figure 5. Code section for which static analysis is shown in Figure 6.



Number of Test Cases Figure 8. Coverage observed during random testing of a program from the 6-version set.



Number of Test Cases Figure 9. Comparison of linear block coverage observed for two random testing profiles and a functional data for a program out of the 20-version set.



Figure 10. Linear block coverage and fault detection efficiency observed for program P9 of the 20version set with functional test cases.



The branch table is followed by a summary of coverage by metrics: coverage for non-empty blocks (blocks that have not been inserted by BGG), lines of code within executable nodes, and branch coverage. This is followed by coverage for data flow metrics by symbol name. The static definition, use, du-pair, d(u)d, p-use, etc. counts for a variable are printed along with the information on its the dynamic coverage expressed as percentage of the executed static constructs. For each identifier, this is followed by a detailed list and description of constructs that have not been executed (e.g. du-pairs or p-uses). Execution coverage output tables can be printed in different formats (e.g. Counts of executed constructs, rather than percentages), and with different content (e.g. all-uses). BGG can also be used to obtain coverage growth curves for a particular test data set. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate this. They show some of the coverage growth curves we have observed with random and functional (designed) test cases for the program L17.3 of the 6-version set using BGG described here, and for a program P9 from the 20 version set using an early version of the system. It is interesting to note that both figures show coverage that follows an exponential growth curve and reaches a plateau extremely quickly. For the smaller program (Figure 8, about 600 lines of code) metrics reach saturation already after about 10 cases, while for the larger program (20version set, about 2,500 lines of code) this happens after about 100 cases. There is also a marked difference in the initial slope and the plateau level obtained with different testing profiles.



Once the coverage is close to saturation for a particular testing profile, its fault detection efficiency drops sharply. This is illustrated in Figure 10 where we plot the coverage provided by the functional testing profile shown in Figure 9, and the cumulative number of different faults detected using these test cases. Out of the 10 faults that the code contained, 9 were detected with the functional data set used within the first 160 cases. It is clear that apart from providing static information on the code complexity, and dynamic information on the quality of test data in terms of a particular metric, BGG can also be used to determine the point of diminishing returns for a given data set, and help in making the decisions on when to switch to another testing profile or strategy. V. Summary We have described a research tool that computes and analyses control and data flow in Pascal programs. We plan to extend the tool into C language. We have found BGG to be very useful in providing information for code complexity studies, in directing execution testing by measuring coverage, and as a general unit testing tool that provides programmers with information and insight that is not available through standard UNIX tools such as the pc compiler, or the pxp processor. We are currently using BGG in an attempt to formulate coverage based software reliability models by relating code complexity, testing quality (expressed through coverage), and the number of faults that have been discovered in the code. References [C1a85] L.A. Clarke, A. Podgurski, D. Richardson, and S. Zeil, “A comparison of data flow path selection criteria,” in Proc. 8th ICSE, pp 244-251, 1985. [Dur84] J.W. Duran and S.C. Ntafos, “An Evaluation of Random Testing,” IEEE Trans. Software Eng., vol. SE-10, pp. 438-444, 1984. [Fis88j C.N. Fisher and R.J. LeBlanc, Crafting a compiler, The Benjamin/Cummings Co., 1988. [Fra86] P.G. Frankl and E.J. Weyuker, “A data flow testing tool,” in Proc. SoftFair II, San Francisco, CA, pp 46-53, 1985. [Fra88] P.G. Franki and E.J. Weyuker, “An applicable family of data flow testing criteria,” IEEE Trans. Soft. Eng., Vol. 14 (10), pp 1483-1498, 1988. [Hen84] M.A. Hennell, D. Hedley and I.J. Riddell, “Assessing a Class of Software Tools”, Proc. 7th. Int. Conf. Soft. Eng., Orlando, Fl, USA,pp 266-277, 1984. [Hec77] M.S. Hecht, Flow Analysis of Computer Programs, Amsterdam, The Netherlands: North-Holland, 1977.
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